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ABSTRACT

SENIOR PROJECT HAUFF
TREE PRUNER
Housing and Ergonomics

Neil Hauff, a business owner and entrepreneur from the
Yakima valley challenged a team of engineering students
from Central Washington University to design a motorized
apple tree pruner. This report will discuss the engineering
and construction that went into creating the housing of the
tree pruner. The housing component needed to be able to
protect the moving parts of the pruner, while withstanding
the rotational torque produced by the Makita power drill
used to drive the pruner. The biggest constraint in designing
the housing was to keep the weight of the housing
component under 1.5 lbs, while still keeping the structural
strength to perform during work conditions. The pruner’s
effectiveness was tested by checking to see if the pruner
housing held everything together when the motor was
engaged with full capacity and its cutting blades were stuck
in a large branch. The pruner housing held all moving
components in place and there were no signs of failure due
to the motor housing design. The overall final weight of the
motor housing was 0.93 lbs, exceeding the anticipated
weight of the pruner housing. While other components of
the overall pruner design need improvement in design, the
next step to take in improving the pruner housing is to
optimize the machinability and ergonomics of the housing.

Brian Woolery
Team: Grady Graff, Wyley Stewart
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INTRODUCTION
Description:
Workers in an agricultural industry are in need of a power assisted branch cutting device that is
capable of being used an entire working day without overheating.

Motivation:
The electrically powered tree pruner was motivated because of a problem that arose in the
agricultural industry. The current model of powered tree pruners are not ergonomically friendly
for workers in the field. Additionally, workers are having problems with their pruners overheating;
the battery inside the pruner becomes so incredibly hot that even when wearing gloves the pruners
are incapable of holding. Neil Hauff is a local entrepreneur from the Yakima valley. Hauff noticed
this problem in his apple orchards and decided to present the challenge for college students at
CWU to solve. He is hoping that engineering students will be able to engineer and assemble a
working model powered tree pruner. Currently the housing for pruners on the market have a
problem with venting, the result is overheating which makes the operation of the pruners nearly
impossible even when workers are wearing gloves.

Function Statement Pruner:
The power assisted device that lasts a full workday of lopping branches without breaking down.

Function Statement Housing/Ergonomics:
The purpose of the housing component is too safely secure all components of the pruning system.

Pruner Requirements:





Capable of producing 1000lbs of cutting force in the blade
Cutting device must be at least 30” away from trigger
Total weight must be less than 2.1 lbs.
All components must cost less than $500.00

Housing/Ergonomics Requirements:











Housing component must weigh less than 1 lbs alone (no power supply).
Housing must withstand 40lbs of bending force with less than 1/16” deflection.
Housing must include two handles for better ergonomics.
Housing outside diameter must be within 1 1/4”
Housing must assemble in less than 6 minutes
Housing must prevent movement in any piece to be less than 1 1/16”
Housing must be coated with a rust resistant
Housing components must cost less than $200.00
Handle diameter must be less than 1 ½” in in diameter
Housing must prevent the motor from heating more than 90 degrees Fahrenheit
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Success Criteria:
The success of the pruning housing is based on the durability and long lasting of life. The housing
will be evaluated in performance outlined in the requirements stated above. If the housing does
withstand all testing, has the capability of disassembling any removable parts, and is successful at
keeping the motor cool enough for worker’s comfort; than the housing will be a complete success.

Scope of Effort:
During the scope of this report there will be an extensive discussion about housing and the material
required to properly secure the motor, transmission and cutting device. Ergonomically successful
design is also imperative and will be addressed later in the report. Power transmission inside the
housing and the cutting device will not be discussed in this report. Please refer to their respective
documents written by Grady Graff, and Wyley Stewart.

Benchmark:
The benchmark of the project is to perform better than the “Pellenc Treelion D45-900” tree
pruner. The team has an additional goal is to progress their skills as mechanical engineers and
also prepare for a successful career utilizing skills obtained in project management and team
collaboration. Since a previous CWU team has attempted the design of a modified tree pruner
modifications can be made to improve upon the design. The previous CWU team has set a
competitive benchmark for the current pruner team, although there are high expectations for the
team to outperform the previous pruner design the new pruner model will prove to be efficient
and practical in design.

Success of the Project:
The pruning device lasts a full working day of lopping branches without any visible damage on
the system. The housing device safely secured the motorized device and the cutting system for a
full day.
The success of the project will be based on the pruner device being able to withstand a full working
day of lopping branches without any visible damage on the system including failure in pin
connections, continuous jamming of the blades, and temperature of the motor through the housing
system. The housing system will meet its success criteria by securely fastening all components of
the pruner and insuring that after a full day of operation that the components of the housing will
stay within 1/16th of an inch in deflection in any direction.
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DESIGN & ANALYSIS
Inspiration:
The ‘Treelion D45-700’
tree pruner featured in
figure 1 inspired the design
of the housing system. The
challenge was to produce a
lighter and more powerful
pruning device. The current
benchmark for the housing,
shaft, and cutting device
weight is 2.1 lbs. The
Treelion also inspired the
idea to have an additional
handle, thus the apple
orchard worker will be able
to use both hands when Figure 1: Treelion D45-700
manipulating the pruner into
different cutting positions. In order to improve on the already well-designed housing system the
newer engineered design will have a lighter overall design and still have operator loads outlined
in the requirements listed in the housing section.

Approach:
The approach for designing an improved housing system is to evaluate the components of each
portion of the housing and also the ergonomic design of the pruner. In order to improve the current
design the first step of the process is to adjust the material choice and the geometry of each
component to keep the overall weight of the pruner less than 2.1 lbs. For more accurate evaluation
the housing design will be evaluated in 3 components, the central housing, the cutter housing, and
the motor housing proposed design concepts can be viewed in figure 2. All components of the
housing must stay within a weight limit of 1.5 lbs, since the cutting device, and the drive shaft
must also be accounted for to the overall weight of less than 2.1 lbs. The housing cannot use the
entire weight allowance. As the project progresses the analysis and the construction will progress
by focusing on the central housing first, than the cutter housing, and last the motor housing.
Additionally the continuation of the outlined proposal will also follow this same order.
Section 1: Housing Body
The central housings job is to secure the drive shaft and also the cutting system of the pruner. The
central housing must also stay rigid enough to withstand any torsional force applied from the
motor, bending stress due to rough working conditions, yet stay light enough to be handled for a
full working day. The comfort of the worker is the most important aspect in designing the pruner.
Therefore, an additional handle will need to be added onto the central housing so that the operator
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does experience any excessive stain on their body. The approach for the central housing is to first
choose the best material, evaluation for the material will be based on weight, cost, machinability,
and strength. After the material is chosen alterations will have to be made to the original design
which will consist of two collets on either end of the pruner. The handle will also need to be
attached onto the central housing. There will need to be a decision made on the correct adhesive
material chosen in order to secure both collets and the handle. The two collets may need to have
additional manufacturing parts in order to properly align the bonded material in the required shape.
Since the inside diameter of the central housing must hold the dive shaft and also any components
to transmit the rotational power of the motor into linear force; the inside diameter of the central
housing will be chosen after calculations are made on the requirements of those components of the
pruner.
Section 2: Cutting Housing
The second component of evaluation is the cutter housing, attached at the end of the body. The
purpose of the cutters housing is to secure the blade system and prevent debris from entering the
housing system or clogging up the pin or lever arm inside of the housing. The approach to
designing the cutter housing will consist of determining a material that is low cost, light weight,
yet strong enough to withstand the forces acting upon the housing from the drive shaft and the
cutting blade system when it is cutting through branches. Detailed collaboration will be made
between the designer of the drive train (Grady Graff), and the design of the cutting blade system
(Wyley Stewart) in order to insure that there will be no interference with moving components of
the pruner and the housing. The pin connection sizes will be determined based on the maximum
force that will be applied at those connections. It may be necessary to make the pins out of stronger
material so that the size of the pins can stay small enough to not interfere with any components.
Before any manufacturing takes place the
pruner device will be assembled in
AutoCAD to determine any high risk
interference points. It is essential that the
cutter housing is as light weight as possible
because the weight will be applied at the
furthest distance from the operator,
making it harder for the operator to
counterbalance the weight of the cutter
housing.
Section 3: Motor Housing
The third component is the housing around
the driving motor. Possibly the most
difficult design of the housing system, the
purpose of the motor housing is to secure
the driving motor to the drive shaft and the
housing body, deflection in the housing
connections must stay within 1/16” in any
direction. One major problem in the
Treelion D45-900 is that the motor inside
the housing becomes so hot that workers
not wearing gloves will burn themselves
after operating the pruner for extended

Figure 2: Proposed design broken down by section
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periods of time. While changing the motor in order to produce less useless thermal energy is one
solution to the problem, the housing of the motor may also be altered so that the thermal energy
will dissipate through either airflow vents of through a thick thermal resistant material. The focus
of the project will be taking advantage of the future of manufacturing and using a 3-D printer in
order to print out the motors housing, while air vents could be effective at cooling the motor down,
the design will also have to adjust for the working conditions in the Yakima Valley. During
summers Yakima may experience temperatures over 100 degrees Fahrenheit. Therefore, in order
to stay prepared for any environment the best way to compensate for the thermal output will be to
thicken the material of the motors housing. The deformation of thermal expansion will need to be
considered when designing the connection to the central housing of the pruner.

Section 1: Central Housing
In order to construct the best possible pruner, one of the
two most important requirements is to construct
something both lightweight and strong proposed concept
in figure 3. Many materials can be considered to meet
both of these requirements, whether the material is carbon
fiber, fiberglass, PVC, or even titanium. Making a
decision should start off by knowing the mass of the
central housing. Therefore a calculation can be made to
choose not only the best material but also the requirement
for an inside and outside diameter of a shaft (Appendix
A-1&2). After choosing a suitable material of carbon Figure 3: Central Housing proposed design
fiber, a series of load calculations will demonstrate the
stress concentrations for given situations throughout the shaft. Most importantly is calculating the
torsional stress of the housing when the full force of the driving motor twist on the central housing.
The design of the housing system will prevent this
from occurring but in order to be careful the shaft
should still be suitable to withstand the torque of the
motor (Appendix A-3&4). Additional stress
calculations include the bending stress on the end of
the central housing, the scenario for a need to resist a
bending stress is that an apple tree branch may fall on
the pruner. Although this would not be the fault of the
worker, a maximum load can be calculated before the
central housing breaks (Appendix A-5). The last
design parameter for the central housing is that in a
case of an accident the worker may fall from the tree
being pruned the worker may hang form the central
housing, the deformation of the central housing can
then be calculated (Appendix A-6&7).
Handle
In order for the pruner to stay ergonomically friendly,
the design of the housing system must include a
handle for the workers second hand. Not only will the
Figure 4: OSHA standard of handle sizes
handle distribute the weight of the pruner too both
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arms of the worker, the extra handle will also increase the workers mobility of the pruner. The first
requirement of designing a handle is choosing an optimum diameter of the handle. According to
OSHA the typical handle is optimum for fitting most hands between 1 ¼” and 1 ½” diameter as
demonstrated in figure 4. A demonstration of this requirement can be seen in the image to the left.
An additional requirement for the pruner handle is that there will be a maximum force that can be
applied to the handle before it breaks free from its bonded material. This force can be calculated
by first finding the ultimate tensile strength of the bonded material used. Than the force that must
be applied to the pruner can be calculated by solving for the distributed load of the handle which
would be counter reacted by reactive forces (Appendix A-8&9).

Section 2: Cutter Housing
The cutter housing has two main functions of design.
The first is that the pins holding the anvil onto the
cutter housing must be able to withstand the force
applied to both the anvil and the cutting blade when
cutting through a branch. The design team decided to
hold the anvil and cutting blade using, two pin
connections the closest pin connection to the central
housing will hold only the anvil while the other pin
connection will hold both the anvil and the blade. This
will cause the anvil to be held stationary and the blade
to pivot at the pin connection. The diameter of those
pin connectors is calculated in (Appendix A-10).
The second requirement is that the cutter housing must
secure itself, and the cutting system to the central
housing, this can be done in two ways. First the
bushing predesigned onto the central housing will
create for an attachable ledge that the cutter housing Figure 5: Cuter housing design
can attach onto through a predesigned slot. This will
prevent the cutter housing from sliding on and off the central housing during operation refer to
figure 5 for proposed cutter housing design. The second way to eliminate the movement of the
cutter housing is to design a pin connection that can go through both the cutter housing and the
central housing. The reason for designing a pin is to prevent the cutter housing from rotating due
to the torque of the motor being transmitted through the drive shaft to the cutter linkages and cutter
housing. By preventing the housing from rotting the other components of the pruner will also be
prevented from rotating (Appendix A-11, 12, 13).

Section 3: Motor Housing
The motor housing will be required to safely secure the motor for the pruner. In a true
manufacturing design, the motor of the pruner would be much smaller and compact like the motor
on the ‘Tree Lion D45-700’. Unfortunately, due to a lack of an EET student taking on the challenge
of designing a motor, the team is required to use a Makita power drill as the driving motor. Because
the power drill already has a housing that protects the user from a heat overload, there is no need
to design a housing that prevents heating overload. There is still a need to design both a strong and
lightweight housing to hold the motor onto the central housing. The housing must stop the motor
from moving away the drive shaft and also prevent any torque form the motor to twist either the
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motor housing or the central housing. When the trigger is pulled the drill should stay stationary
while twisting the helical gear.

Performance Predictions
The housing of the pruner is expected to withstand all testing and the performance of the material
is expected to match the data shown through calculation in the design. The motor housing will be
designed to hold the power drill donated by the H.F. Hauff Company. Since Neil Hauff did not
require that the team create a separate motor and instead use a power drill the motors housing need
to do nothing more than secure the power drill instead of preventing an unnecessary amount of
heat. Therefore, since the motor housing was only design to hold the drill the predicted
performance is that it will secure the power drill to the drive shaft and the central housing while
preventing less than 1/16” of deflection in any direction. The motor housing is not predicted to
benefit with motor overheating, but with casing around the power drill there should not be a
problem with overheating issues. The central housing is expected to hold the cutting blade system
and to also prevent any twisting from the motor drive. Also, the cutter housing is expected to hold
onto the central housing and not jam any component of the blade system or drive train.

Adjusted Design
After evaluating an effective means of clamping the motor housing onto the central housing of the
pruner. One technique was chosen and that was to use the natural clamping force of the motor
housing to hold it into place. This was accomplished by using a press fit technique. The outside
diameter of the central housing was measured to be 1.127” therefore the motor housing had to have
a slot size of less than that. The hopes were to have the 3D printed part to have an inside diameter
of 1.126” therefore the interference of the two materials would create a clamping force that would
prevent the motor housing slip during engagement. Due to inaccuracies in the 3D printer, the actual
inside diameter of the motor housing was 1.124” this interference made it impossible for the parts
to fit properly, until the motor housing was heated with a materials heater. Then the two pieces fit
together perfectly. After the motor housing cooled the clamping force between the two housing
pieces was strong enough that it will not come off, unless the material is heated again. In the future
the strength of this press fit connection will be tested and measured compared to the predicted load
tolerances.
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METHODS & CONSTRUCTION
Construction:
The following section will be dedicated in describing the plan for construction of all three
components of the pruner housing. Additionally the section will discuss the manufacturing
mistakes that will need to be fixed. In order for the report to maintain an organized format the
following sections will be split up into three components for each section of the housing.

Description:
The first system that will be ready to assemble is the body of the housing. After ordering the carbon
fiber tube necessary for the project, a hole will need to be drilled into the larger diameter handle
tube that is just slightly larger, which is enough to fit the housing body. The hole will be able to
be drilled in the machine shop at CWU. Once the handle is properly fitted around the body, a 635
epoxy will be applied on the inside edge of the handle that is wrapped around the body to secure
the handle in place on the body. The second part of the central housing is to attach a support
bushing on either end, which will be used as a support ledge for the cutter housing and the motor
housing. The bushing will be made of carbon fiber and be attached onto the central housing using
the same 635 epoxy used for the handle. The extra material from the handle will be cut to the
length necessary for the bushing and be wrapped around the central housing. In order for the
bushing to be aligned in the right position. Round stock aluminum will be machined to fit around
the outside of the central housing, these aluminum bushing guides will be used to place the bushing
in the proper position.
The second component of the housing system that will need to be constructed is the blade housing.
There will be two options of manufacturing the blade housing, the first option is to send the
finished drawing to H.F. Hauff Co. Inc. From there the mechanics can use their equipment to
construct the blades housing. The second option is to use the resources offered at CWU and have
the blade housing machined in the machine shop by the CNC lathe. Manufacturing the housing at
CWU may prove to be more beneficial because Professor Bramble may be able to assist in
programing the CNC after the part is constructed in solid works. The blades housing will be
composed of two sections that will clamp around the outside of the pruners body using a hose
clamp. The inside of the housing will be bored to fit snug around the outside diameter of the
pruners’ body and the bushing. The blade system will be connected to the housing through several
pin connections that will be dilled out during manufacturing. The inside or the housing will also
be machined out large enough to fit the anvil, blade, and connected links that will be designed to
drive the cutting system. Resources have also opened up at home so that manual manufacturing
can take place at a private home in Puyallup, WA over winter break. If the stock material is ordered
in time the part could be built by the end of winter break drastically increasing the construction
time during winter quarter.
The motor housing will be constructed at CWU, in order to maintain proper dimensions and have
the ability for making last minute adjustments. The motor housing will be made from the ABS
composite material in the 3D-printer. The housing system will fit around the outside of the power
drill and be clamped down with a series of bolts. The housing will also be attached to the central
housing using both the bushing already constructed on the central housing and a pin that will fit
through both the motor housing and the central housing. The key to the design is to isolate the
motor and helical driving gear separate from any housing component so there is no torque
transmitted to the housing.
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Drawing Tree:
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Operation:
The operation for the housing system is to hold together the pruner and secure the cutting device,
the drive shaft, and the motoring system. There are three components to the pruners housing and
in order to specify the complete operation of the housing system each component operational
requirement will be described below. First, the central housing which will operate as the housing
component of the drive shaft. Also, a more important role at which the central housing plays is the
support for all other housing components, everything needs to have the capability of attaching onto
the central housing. Second, the cutter housing, operates by holding the cutting blade system and
helps smoothly transmit the linear force from the drive shaft to a cutting force in the blade. The
third component of the housing is the motor housing, its operational requirements include holding
the Makita power drill securely onto the central housing, prevent any unwanted torsional
movement and align the drill bit perfectly with the helical gear.
The overall pruner operation is to transmit rotational energy from a Makita power drill to a cutting
force in order to cut apple tree branches. The operation of this action will take place by using the
rotational torque of the power drill to spin a double headed helical gear that has tracks for a ball
screw to slide on. The ball screw is attached to a drive shaft which will turn that rotational
movement into linear movement. The drive shaft moves a lever arm attached to the blade which
cuts down on the branch. Of course the whole system needs to be held together by a housing,
which is the essence

Refer to renderings:
For a better understanding of the following description and two view the parts associated with the
drawing tree above, refer to Appendix B and its subsections for a better visualization of what the
final pruner parts will look like.

Benchmark Comparisons:
The benchmark of the pruner design is to be 50% lighter than the previous CWU team that
attempted to design a pruner. The previous team created a pruner that in all weighted more than
8lbs. The current pruner is designed to weigh less than 4lbs and will produce twice as much cutting
force as the previous design. The previous pruner could not cut branches over 1 ½” thick but only
expected to need 500lbs of cutting force. Therefore the newly designed pruner is anticipated to
produce 1000lbs of cutting force.

Manufacturing Issues/Modifications:
During the construction of the pruner housing there were many manufacturing issues that began
to occur. The following section will discuss the issues and modifications made in each of the three
housing components.
First is the cutter housing, which was the most complicated portion of the pruner housing. With
such tight tolerances and many different machining techniques required to complete the part, the
design was quickly changed. In order for it to have higher machinability capabilities, the outside
features were squared off instead of being rounded, this made the process of machining each
section of the cutter housing sides much easier. The second major issue faced while machining the
cutter housing was staying within tolerance. Since two flat bars needed to fit together with perfect
symmetry and even clamped together to bore out a center-hole, the machining process took much
longer than expected. Despite the setback in time, it was worth it. By double and triple checking
each dimension of the cutter housing and carefully planning out the machining process, the end
13

product was able to fit together great, and there were no severe machining errors made in the
housing. One thing that was not expected though was that the fasteners used to connect the blade
with the driving linkage was too wide and would jam the pruner when engaged. The simplest
solution was to machine out the slot a little more to make room for the fasteners.
The next section of the pruner housing that will be discussed is the central housing, being the most
basic component of the housing there were no major complications. One thing that is note though
is during the machining of the holes in the central housing a technique was used that would be
helpful for future machining practices with carbon fiber. In order to prevent the carbon fiber tube
from splintering the portion that was being drilled was wrapped in electrical tape, this extra layer
seemed to help create a smoother cut into the carbon fiber. The second note to make when drilling
into the carbon fiber is the spindle speed, to keep a smooth machined hole the spindle was turned
up to 3000 rpm, and when feeding the drill-bit through the material it was best to travel through
the material at around 6 ipm all at one speed. The carbon fiber used for the project is truly
impressive and it would have been interesting to replace other parts of the pruner with such a
unique material.
The last portion of the pruner housing that will be discussed is the motor housing. This part of the
pruner housing is the most unique, when deciding how to fasten the motor housing onto the central
housing, the decision was made to make it a press fit that would only fit on when the motor housing
was heated up. In order to do this the 1.5 inches of engagement between the motor housing slot
and the central housing shaft would have to interfere by nearly 5 thousands of an inch. The
precision of the 3D printer was a little off so the interference between the two parts was closer to
7 thousandths of an inch in some areas. After using a materials heater to heat the motor housing to
nearly 200 degrees Fahrenheit, it was easy to slide the motor housing onto the central housing.
After cooling the parts, the clamping force created by the press fit was so large that it has zero
chance of sliding off during normal operation of the pruner.
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TESTING METHOD
Test Plan: Construction
The first test that was conducted was on the effectiveness of designing the housing component, in
order to be successful the pruner system should be able to be constructed in under 6 minutes. The
reason for testing the time of construction is so that the design is optimized for workers who may
be required to disassemble the pruner quickly so that they can either replace a part or unjam the
pruner. In order to perform the test the required testing equipment will be a screw driver (phillips
and flat head) to assemble the pruner and a stopwatch to measure the overall time of construction
of the pruner. The test will be conducted on three individuals who have never constructed the
pruner before. They will have the outlined assembly steps which are available in Appendix G.
Each individual will have one attempt to construct the pruner as quickly as possible. In order to
prove the pruner is successfully assembled they must engage to motor and the cutter blades will
have to move. In the following section the procedures used for conducting the pruner will be
outlined. These steps will be used in order to instruct the test individual on how to construct the
pruner.
Step 1: Organize all for parts that will need to be put together, the drive train assembly, the
central housing, the cutter system and the Makita power drill.

Step 2: Assemble the blade linkages to the end of the drive shaft with the 1/4” flat head pin.
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Step 3: Lock the drive shaft to the Makita power drill by using the self-locking pin.
Step 4: Slid the central/motor housing over the dive shaft and screw the motor housing onto the
Makita power drill.

Step 5: Slide on the cutter assembly, first attach to the central housing by sliding the support pin
through the inside of the central housing and bolt the support pin on from outside of the
cutter assembly. Then attach the linkages to the blade using another ¼” flat head pin.
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Step 6: Test that the pruner has been successfully assembled by slowly giving power to the
power drill. If the blades move you know that the pruner was assembled correctly.
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The resources required for the following test are minimal. There are no additional costs required
to perform the experiment, but in order to get precise measurements the three trials by each
individual person will be averaged out, this value will show either a successful or unsuccessful
pruner design. The data collected will tell the creator if the design of the pruner and most
importantly the pruner housing was ergonomically efficient. The precision in time inputs should
be within 2 seconds of accuracy. The data can be presented in a single table. Time to complete the
entire testing session is less than one hour. Any place clean and large enough to lay out all pruner
parts is compatible for the following test. There are no safety concerns for the test. It is important
to know that while the parts being assembled can be broken into even smaller components, the
pruner construction will still be based on what is outlined in the construction steps. In a real
manufacturing sense, the cutter housing system along with the drive shaft are ‘pre-assembled’ thus
there would be no reason for the test sample of people to try to assemble every small component
of the pruner.
Step 1: Collect all pruner parts and pieces including spare fasteners in case of quick replacements.
Also collect a testing participants, stop watch (phone), and screw driver (regular phillips
and large flat head).
Step 2: Start by having the pruner completely disassembled. Be prepared for the test by having the
construction steps laid out in front of the tester. Don’t touch anything until the timer says
go!
Step 3: Before the test begins each person preforming the test will be allowed 5-10 to read over
the construction steps, if they have any questions about what may be unclear in the outline
they can ask now. But will be unable to ask specifically how to construct the pieces (if you
have to demonstrate the step rather explaining with words, then you cannot answer)
Step 4: Begin test and record the time it takes to construct the pruner, stop the time when the pruner
is demonstrated to work.
Step 5: Deconstruct the pruner and prepare for the next individual for testing.
Step 6: Repeat steps 3-5 for tester 2 and 3.
Step 7: Record the trial time.
Step 8: Take an average of all three times.
Step 9: Determine why or why not the pruner housing was a good design, take notes of what each
individual thought and have them rank the difficulty on a scale from 1-10.

Construction
Time

Individual
One

Individual
Two

Individual
Three

Average
Time

Success
Percentage

5 min 58 sec

5 min 21 sec

5 min 24 sec

5 min 34 sec

6% faster
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Testing Plan: Stain Test
Test number two will be to test the clamping force strength of the press fit between the motor
housing and the central housing. The pruner is driven by a Makita power drill that has the capability
of producing 400 ft-lbs of torque. Therefore, the press fit will need to be able to withstanding this
400 ft-lbs of torque without any slipping. The test will be to block the blades with a piece of cedar,
this will prevent the blades from cutting all the way. Therefore the power drill will begin to engage
the impact hammer, this is when the power drill releases the full torque capability. If the motor
housing and the central housing does not slip, then it will have passed the clamping force test. The
test falls underneath a pass fail rate. While this is not an ideal or accurate test on the exact stress
applied to the motor housing, it can enhance the legitimacy that the pruner housing is a successful
design. Below will be the steps outlined to perform the strain test on the pruner housing.
Step 1: Gather the assembled pruner and a 1 ½” block of wood like cedar.
Step 2: Open the pruner blades and lodge the wood between the blade and anvil.
Step 3: Slowly engage the motor, if the motor is engaged too quickly the impact may cause too
large of a force and effect the goal of the experiment.
Step 4: As the pruner bites into the wood further engage the motor, remember the goal of this
experiment is to test how the motor housing will withstand a fully engaged motor while
the blades are jammed from cutting through.
Step 5: After the motor is engaged full power hold it until the blades fail to move any further.
Record what is happening to the housing, check to see if there is any cracking! Record the
pass or fail result in the pruner performance table.

Pruner Housing Performance Chart
Weight
Cost
Construction Time
Strain Test

Fatigue Lifetime

The goal weight was under 1 lb, therefore the
pruner was successful at this portion of the project.
$111.67
The goal was to spend less than $200 therefore this
section was successful.
5 min 34 sec The goal was to construct the pruner in less than 6
minutes this section was successful
fail
The goal was to withstand a full engagement of the
pruner motor when the blades were blocked causing
all the stress of the motor to be transferred to the
motor housing, the motor housing ended up
breaking, meaning the test was a fail.
fail
The pruner would have been successful if it could
withstand the fatigue of all tests throughout the
entire quarter. Unfortunately the motor housing
broke therefore it is shown to be a failure.
0.93 lbs
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Resulting Image of Strain Test

During the strain gage there were some complications about how well the pruner was running.
First the concentricity of the drive shaft was out of tolerance causing the whole pruner to jar up
and down. Secondly, the stresses caused on the motor housing were not all rotational as expected.
There was a jarring radial load that caused a lot of fatigue on the motor housing. After testing the
blades strength for another test for Wyley Stewart’s blade project, the motor housing sheared off
at the base on his third test. The cause of the failure was due to fatigue loading, the slight radial
load applied to the motor housing form the misaligned drive shaft caused the failure in the motor
housing.
Potential Solutions to the Housing
In order to fix the motor housing in the future, the three points of concern can be addressed. The
housing material can be re-evaluated. Obviously, ABS plastic does not have a high grade strength.
Therefor by using a 6061 aluminum housing the motor housing would be better at withstanding
the stress loads applied to it. The second solution is strengthening the current model of the pruner
housing by adding support material around high stress areas. The last easy solution is to print out
the pruner in another orientation. By building the pruner up from its side all the layers of plastic
will be perpendicular to the radial loads that may be applied to the motor housing this will increase
the strength. In order to test these potential solutions a new model of the motor housing is being
reprinted and will have added support material along with being printed on its side strengthening
the radial load capacity applied to the motor housing.
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BUDGET/SCHEDULE/PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Risk Assessment:
There are two main risks in the pruner housing. The first risk is that while either cutting or drilling
into the carbon fiber of the central housing the carbon fiber will crack. This overall will create a
series of problems including weakening the housing of the pruner and not allowing for the other
components of the pruner housing to be unable to attach onto one another. The second main risk
in the pruner housing is that the carbon fiber bushings used to help hold on both the cutter housing
and the motor housing will be unable to fit around the pruner housing. The risks are being assessed
and addressed by consulting with both Craig Johnson and Ted Bramble. With Professor Johnsons
knowledge in composite materials and professor Brambles industry background a solution will be
resolved before any construction on the central housing takes place.

Purposed Budget:
A parts list is attached in Appendix C. The parts list details the materials description, cost, and
quantity required to complete the project. Relatively low cost items such as nuts and bolts are not
added to the parts list. Although there will be a cost for these items that costs are negligible in the
projects overall cost.
The cost of the project is being supported by Neil Hauff and the H.F. Hauff Company. Not only
has a Makita power drill been donated for the project but Mr. Hauff has also informed the team to
send him the material list and the cost and he will have those parts ordered for the pruner.
The total cost of this project is estimated to be $174.00 for just the pruner housing. These costs
will be covered through a mixture of personal spending and funding donated by the H.F. Hauff
Company.

Actual Cost:
The total project cost to date, with the entire pruner assembled is $108.41 this means that the
budget was beat by over $65 dollars. The cost savings was due to the extra money saved by all the
donated pieces. The biggest one is the stock material donated by Neil Hauff for the cutter housing.
Although the dimensions of the stock material were not what was called out for, by spending a
little extra time machining off the extra material money was saved in the overall project. The other
money saved was in the fasteners used, by asking to use the extra fasteners from other project the
requirement to by a bulk of fasteners was eliminated. Finally, the largest portion of money saved
was in decision to not use a handle. The cost of carbon fiber tubing was slightly more than
expected, and such short lengths of material are not kept in stock. Therefore the decision was made
to not attach a handle to the pruner. This does change the ergonomics of the pruner, but also
decreases the overall weight. In this case with both weight and money being saved it was an easy
decision to change the plan.
The parts of the pruner that were purchased were the 3D printed parts, and the carbon fiber tubing
used as the central housing (donated by Mr. Hauff). After further investigation into the types of
carbon fiber tubing, an economy grade sanded tube was chosen. Although the cost was slightly
more due to shipping expenses, the product looks great and is preforming well. The 3D printed
parts were designed to use the least amount of material possible, unlike the bulky caged housing
used in the last pruner project. The design for this motor housing fits by directly attaching onto the
power drill. By creating such a sleek design the material costs were cut down.
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Schedule:
The schedule of the pruner project can be viewed in Appendix D. It is important to note the
important milestones involved with the pruner housing project. The first is the proposal deadline
at the beginning of December. The second is the series of part completion dates throughout winter
quarter, ending with the assemble pruner at the beginning of March. The last major deadline is in
spring with the final testing complete and the overall pruner housing project complete. The
deadlines made with solid colored symbols are hard deadlines, meaning there is no wiggle room
and all other minor deadlines need to be completed before this point. Although the assembled parts
deadlines may differ in completion, the guidance outlined in the gantt chart will serve as a goal
oriented schedule. The purposed times for working on each individual task item are marked with
either a shaded orange or shaded green box, some boxes may be lined up next to each other
meaning the task will be completed over the course of a few weeks. Not all tasks will be completed
in the anticipated time, therefore the actual time spent on each individual task will be mark with
an “X”. When the last X is marked in a task item the task will then be labeled “complete”. When
scheduling a gantt chart the biggest mistake made is not planning enough time to complete the
project. By knowing about this mistake the times planned for each task were carefully examined
and then after choosing a suitable time to complete another 2-4 hours were added onto any task
item that was anticipated to take over 6 hours. By looking at this technique it can be seen that
during fall quarter the anticipated verses actual time spent on working on the project only differed
by 5 hours. While the difference between anticipated and actual hours differed by nearly 60 hours
for winter quarter, it is not too alarming. By working hard in the beginning and planning the project
out carefully, the manufacturing of the pruner was able to go smoothly creating less time for
redesign and remanufacturing. In this case, having such a large safety net was important because
if either of the cutter housing sides was ruined the time working on the project would have eaten
into the anticipated hours very quickly.
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DISCUSSION
Fall Quarter Progression:
As fall quarter passed the pruner housing design went through many designs. The first couple
cutter housing designs especially had flaws to them. The blades lever arm would be changed
constantly forcing the housing to be redesigned and altered. Although there is sure to be further
revisions on different aspects to the design the team decided on a few key dimensions. The first
was the inside diameter of the central housing, which will for sure be 1”. The second was the length
the cutting blade and the lever linkage needed to be. From there the design of the cutter housing
could then be designed to fit around everything. By first designing the inside components of the
housing the housing design could be easily formed to fit those required shapes.
The other main problem worked through during fall quarter was attempting to consult with an
outside industrial electronics engineer to help design a motor for the pruner. The progression of
the motor came to a halt when the engineer who was offered to work on the motor began to stop
helping the team with their design. At one point the project got miscommunicated and the whole
idea of creating a specialized motor had to be scrapped. The short story was unless someone is
working in the same room as you there will be several miscommunication errors. The other main
reason that the motor housing did not include many design requirement is that Neil Hauff
expressed that he was not concerned with either the engineering on the motor for the pruner or the
motor housing.
The main concern for the design of the pruner is obviously that that the components of the pruner
will not fit together. There have been several actions taken to make sure that the pruner will
assemble properly including constructing all of the components inside of solidworks. An image of
the constructed pruner can be viewed on the title page of the report.
In all, the pruner design after fall quarter is sufficient for construction and preforming the task of
cutting branches. There will be continuous improvement on the design but at this point the design
is already better than the pruner built previously at CWU.

Winter Quarter Progression:
The largest change made to the cutter housing is the redesign of a clevis pin holding the cutter
housing onto the central housing instead of a bushing. The other last minute redesign was the
removal of the handle on the pruner. The handle was removed because the cost of a carbon fiber
tubing did not justify the means for the prototype.
During the construction of the pruner housing, several complications occurred early on in the
quarter. The most complicated part to machine was the cutter housing, since the housing was
designed using two flat bars that would connect using pins the tolerances for all of the features
were extremely precise, all within 0.001”. Although the reported time used to machine the cutter
housing was under the estimated time, there was twice as much time used in order to measure and
plan out each machining process. The other part that was difficult to machine was the central
housing, a lot of research had to be done to figure out how to machine carbon fiber. The technique
used was to wrap the carbon fiber in electrical tape in order to prevent splintering, also while
machining the rpm’s had to turned up to 3000.
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Budget Progression
The proposed budget for the project was $168.73. This budget was the outline for parts that were
presumably going to be bought by Mr. Neil Hauff, any other parts i.e. nuts and bolts were not to
be assumed in the cost because the prices were insignificant.
The total project cost to date is $111.67, this was the cost of the central housing which was ordered
by r. Hauff. Although this price was slightly over the anticipated product price, money was saved
for the overall project by recycling scrap aluminum stock that was laying around the H.F. Hauff
warehouse. This means that the price for both sides of the cutter housing were $0. Besides
additional costs of connector pins, their mating nuts, and possibly a few washers.
Although the connector pins, washers, and nuts have a cost associated to them. The price is not
going to be considered in the project at this time because these items have a high probability of
being donated.

Pruner Housing Construction:
The cutter housing of the motor housing was by far the most complex part of the pruner housing.
With the GD&T requirements holding such tight tolerances there was little room for error while
machining. The first difficulty encountered while machining was trimming down the material to
the correct outer dimensions, although it was helpful to the budget that the stock material was
donated to the pruner project. The dimensions of the material were larger than necessary,
therefore many hours were dedicated to just facing the material down to the correct outer
dimension. In order to guarantee the correct dimensions of the cutter housing, extra time was
taken to measure, plan, and remeasure every cut made out of the material. Although these extra
precautions cause the machining process to go over the anticipated time. The results of the
completed parts were worth it, all measurements were within tolerance and the cutting blade
system sits perfectly inside of the housing. The design of the cutter housing could definitely be
redesigned, while the current design works, the manufacturing ability of the parts are terrible.
There should be an easier design that could mass produce the cutter housing.

Potential Solutions to the Housing
In order to fix the motor housing in the future, the three points of concern can be addressed. The
housing material can be re-evaluated. Obviously, ABS plastic does not have a high grade strength.
Therefor by using a 6061 aluminum housing the motor housing would be better at withstanding
the stress loads applied to it. The second solution is strengthening the current model of the pruner
housing by adding support material around high stress areas. The last easy solution is to print out
the pruner in another orientation. By building the pruner up from its side all the layers of plastic
will be perpendicular to the radial loads that may be applied to the motor housing this will increase
the strength. In order to test these potential solutions a new model of the motor housing is being
reprinted and will have added support material along with being printed on its side strengthening
the radial load capacity applied to the motor housing.
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CONCLUSION
The following report has outlined the requirement to create a secure housing that can hold a motor,
drive shaft, and cutting blade system in order to create a functional pruner. The outlined
requirements of the pruner housing have been analyzed in Appendix A to create design parameters
or system limits. The initial design created through engineering techniques were then used to
model a part in solidworks. These parts were required to hold two other system design, by
constructing the drive train system, the cutting blade system, and the housing the pruner can be
seen to be both functional and practical.
The knowledge gained by manufacturing the designed pruner housing pieces was priceless.
Although nearly every single part of the pruner housing was redesigned in some way, the
experience of facing these challenges will help in the workforce on much large projects. By
following weekly status report update the team was required to self-analyze the project and create
weekly completion goals. When the project began to fall, a gantt chart was made in Appendix D
that was used to guide the remainder of the year, it was very valuable to look ahead to each task
and be able to plan out each week accordingly. In the end the team had to identify the engineering
problems faced when combining hypothetical ideas and design and attempting to create these
designs in the real world. When parts were not correct adjustments were made, one of these parts
that was redesigned part way through spring quarter was the motor housing. The first housing
failed due to torsional shear there for a new housing was created that had more supported material.
After using the new motor housing the cutting capacity of the pruner was increased from being
able to cut a 0.5” branch to being able to cut a 0.75” branch. Unfortunately the motor housing
broke into two after being dropped, therefore the real capacity of the pruners cutting ability was
undetermined.
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APPENDIX A – Analyses
A-1: Weight of the Shaft (first attempt)
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A-2: Weight of the shaft (revised)
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A-3: Torsional Stress (first design)
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A-4: Torsional Stress (revised)
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A-5: Bending Stress
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A-6: Deformation (first attempt)
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A-7: Deformation (revised)
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A-8: Load on Handle
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A-9: Load on Handle
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A-10: Cutter Housing Pin Design
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A-11: Cutter Housing Pin Design
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A-12: Pin Design to Prevent Twisting
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A-13: Pin Design to Prevent Twisting
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APPENDIX B- Drawings
B-1: Overall Housing Assembly
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B-2: Central Housing Assembly
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B-3: Shaft
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B-4: Handle-REMOVED FROM PROTOTYPE
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B-5: Guidance Bushing
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B-6: Cutter Housing Assembly
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B-7: Left Side Cutter Housing
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B-8: Right Side Cutter Housing
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B-9: Clevis Pin
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B-10: Left Side Motor Housing
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Scrapped Pruner Designs:
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APPENDIX C/D– Parts List and Budget
Refer to part number in the column below which gives the stock material list and cost for part
drawing in Appendix B. For better organization the budget cost for making the part has been
included into the material cost table.
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APPENDIX E- Schedule
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APPENDIX F – Expertise and Resources
The expertise utilized in the completion of the project was a combination of student and professor
experiences and also the guidance of the H.F. Hauff Company, the team worked hard researching
similar previous senior projects and looked for requirements and design tips given by the company
and professors of Central Washington University.
Ted Bramble and Matt Burvee utilized their industry expertise and knowledge of manufacturing
to give the team advice on manufacturing the pruner.
System design, project scheduling, mechanical component design expertise were given by Craig
Johnson, Charles Pringle, and Roger Beardsley. By working as a team each student was able to
bounce their ideas off of each other resulting in overall stronger design in pruner parts.
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APPENDIX G/H/I – TESTING DATA
Outlined Construction Steps
Step 1: Organize all for parts that will need to be put together, the drive train assembly, the
central housing, the cutter system and the Makita power drill.

Step 2: Assemble the blade linkages to the end of the drive shaft with the 1/4” flat head pin.
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Step 3: Lock the drive shaft to the Makita power drill by using the self-locking pin.
Step 4: Slid the central/motor housing over the dive shaft and screw the motor housing onto the
Makita power drill.

Step 5: Slide on the cutter assembly, first attach to the central housing by sliding the support pin
through the inside of the central housing and bolt the support pin on from outside of the
cutter assembly. Then attach the linkages to the blade using another ¼” flat head pin.
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Step 6: Test that the pruner has been successfully assembled by slowly giving power to the
power drill. If the blades move you know that the pruner was assembled correctly.

Test One Construction Test Procedure
Step 1: Collect all pruner parts and pieces including spare fasteners in case of quick replacements.
Also collect a testing participants, stop watch (phone), and screw driver (regular phillips
and large flat head).
Step 2: Start by having the pruner completely disassembled. Be prepared for the test by having the
construction steps laid out in front of the tester. Don’t touch anything until the timer says
go!
Step 3: Before the test begins each person preforming the test will be allowed 5-10 to read over
the construction steps, if they have any questions about what may be unclear in the outline
they can ask now. But will be unable to ask specifically how to construct the pieces (if you
have to demonstrate the step rather explaining with words, then you cannot answer)
Step 4: Begin test and record the time it takes to construct the pruner, stop the time when the pruner
is demonstrated to work.
Step 5: Deconstruct the pruner and prepare for the next individual for testing.
Step 6: Repeat steps 3-5 for tester 2 and 3.
Step 7: Record the trial time.
Step 8: Take an average of all three times.
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Test One Construction Timing Results

Construction/
Deconstruction
Time

Trial One

Trial Two

Trial Three

Average
Time

Anticipated
Time

6 min 46 sec

6 min 21 sec

5 min 54 sec

6 min 20 sec

6 min

Test Two Strain Test Procedure
Test number two will be to test the clamping force strength of the press fit between the motor
housing and the central housing. The pruner is driven by a Makita power drill that has the capability
of producing 400 ft-lbs of torque. Therefore, the press fit will need to be able to withstanding this
400 ft-lbs of torque without any slipping. The test will be to block the blades with a piece of cedar,
this will prevent the blades from cutting all the way. Therefore the power drill will begin to engage
the impact hammer, this is when the power drill releases the full torque capability. If the motor
housing and the central housing does not slip, then it will have passed the clamping force test. The
test falls underneath a pass fail rate. While this is not an ideal or accurate test on the exact stress
applied to the motor housing, it can enhance the legitimacy that the pruner housing is a successful
design. Below will be the steps outlined to perform the strain test on the pruner housing.
Step 1: Gather the assembled pruner and a 1 ½” block of wood like cedar.
Step 2: Open the pruner blades and lodge the wood between the blade and anvil.
Step 3: Slowly engage the motor, if the motor is engaged too quickly the impact may cause too
large of a force and effect the goal of the experiment.
Step 4: As the pruner bites into the wood further engage the motor, remember the goal of this
experiment is to test how the motor housing will withstand a fully engaged motor while
the blades are jammed from cutting through.
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Step 5: After the motor is engaged full power hold it until the blades fail to move any further.
Record what is happening to the housing, check to see if there is any cracking! Record the
pass or fail result in the pruner performance table.

Pruner Testing Results
TEST
Weight
Cost
Construction
Time
Strain Test
Fatigue Life

GOAL
≤ 1 lbs.
≤ $200.00
≤ 6 minutes
400 lbs.
torque
Survive
Spring QTR

PASS FAIL
X
X
X

NOTES
0.93 lbs.
$152.05
5 minutes 34 seconds (average)

X
X

Failed during full engagement on the
motor
During cutting test the motor housing
broke
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APPENDIX J – Resume
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